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heartbound ost

I SEEN BETTER ZOMBIE DRIVING GAMES TO SHORT ALL YOU DO IS DRIVE AROUND RUN OVER ZOMIBLE
THEY CANT EAT YOU OR NOTHING BASE OF A TIME AND DRIVING. DETAILS ARE OK. I had ton of fun playing it.

Recommended for any Shmup fan, even if the difficulty is not too high(specially if you are a veteran in the genre), it is very
enjoyable whit their colorful pixel art graphics and nice ost.

It has 6 levels each one themed differently , like: woods\/snow\/desert\/lava etc even on a beach
mechanics are simple, just shoot everything, the main gun has 3 levels and you can shoot rockets, that is basically all your
arsenal of weapons.

Combo\/points system works linking kills between each enemy and collecting the cogs enemies drop. I paid money for this
game...

It relies on multiplayer but, nobody plays it.

Also, promised stuff like singleplayer "coming soon" has been shown on the main screen for about a year and a halaf at this
point. No change.

. Great game! Reminds me on Solomon's Key for NES. This one and the first are great games. Like a good book that you never
want to end. I only wish they were longer and more puzzles/levels. I hope there's more games like this in the future.. When i first
started off, I thought i felt VERY glitchy, But it did end up working.
You need to keep in mind that this IS a psychological game with Horror Elements..
So did it mess with me? BIG time.
But i think that was their intention...To make the player feel how the character felt..
Disoriented, confused, unbalanced..
Like your losing your mind, constantly on Edge...
And i think that protrayed it quite well.
But My REAL complaint is with the controls, I do agree that could use some polishing when it comes to selecting and grabbing,
moving objects. That is SO annoying. Maybe its just me but theres no indicator, You basically gotta zoom in to see if that object
is even interactable.
But overall. It def creeps the Sh!t out of me!
If you want to see what i meant with controls and the "glitches" Check out this video that doesnt show any puzzle answers: First
Impression:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/DbKiV0AFVho

If you Want to see more check out PArt 2:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/W32oAlUCHRw
(solved 2 rooms and stuck on 3rd!) If you know what t do or have any ideas -please let us kno! thanks!)
. Brings it back to the epicness [sic] of the original Phillip of Macdeon campaign.
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A very typical (and cute) match 3 game with a couple of extras that are supposed to make it stand out from the rest. It gets
boring real fast, though. Played it for 3.5h the day I bought it, and probably not going back to it ever again.. Its fun. Its a simple
idea which is fun just to experiment and blowing your dummy up in many different ways.

Its a good little timekiller.. A game that should be more fun that it actually is unfortunately but for cheap it's a nice diversion for
a bit. Still there are better combat racers out there so give it a try for cheap but you won't be missing out on anything special if
you don't.

EDIT: Just fired up on a lark and this game is basically a really lame rip-off on the twisted metal brand that doesn't even come
close to delivering a competent car racing combat experience. No way should such a shoddy game have a positive rating even if
it was free to play.. I have to admit I've had this game in my library for quite a while without touching it, and just a few weeks
back I finally decided to play it.

Great gameplay, a wonderful story, super graphics, and just a lot of fun!

If unsure, wait for a Steam sale & then get the GOTY Edition for 5 bucks.
It's definitely a must-have in every library!

Amazing entry into the Tomb Raider trilogy, cannot wait to start with Rise of the Tomb Raider ❤️

10/10. it\u2019s really worth it go on buy it\u2019s cheap and it will save your time. You kinda just stand there for 20 minutes,
with not really anything going on. it's got decent graphics, directional audio, but more story content or a little narration would be
nice.

Get DreadHalls instead. More fun and wayyy scarier IMHO.
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